
HPWireless K5510 Keyboard
Effortless ease of use

The HP Wireless Keyboard is one modern, high-end device. Its sleek, ultra-slim design takes the ordinary
keyboard to a brand new level. How does it work? Even better than it looks. Superior functionality
combined with brilliant comfort feels amazing to the touch. It's just a dream to type on.

1Compatible with HP-equipped accessories displaying Link- 5 mark on micro receiver.
2Tested under limited conditions. Do not immerse keyboard in liquid.
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Wireless Freedom
HP built the Wireless Keyboard with your need to roam in mind. Compatible with most
desktops and notebooks, 2.4 GHz wireless connection gives you the liberty to move up to
10m (30ft) away and still type!

High-end design
HP's Wireless Keyboard screams modern with its ultra-slim shape. Typing feels amazing
with the low-profile, scissor-style keycaps that are extra responsive and pleasing to the
touch. Plus, adjustable legs promote a more comfortable wrist posture.

Take it easy
No need to strain your arms: the adjustable keyboard has two possible positions, so you
can find the one that exactly suits the way you work. And with ten hot keys to speed you
along, you’ll be more creative, more relaxed and more productive.

Trail-blazing HP Link-5 technology
This ingenious software bridges 5 HP-compatible devices1 together with 1 nano receiver.
Connect the HP Wireless Keyboard and you still have room to add 4 more devices without
taking up valuable USB ports.

Compatibility Compatible across all notebook and desktop platforms

Recommended system
requirements

Available USB port; Microsoft® Windows® XP/Vista/7/8

Technical Feature Adjustable keyboard height with 2 different positions and 4 hot
keys; 2.4 GHz USB wireless Microreceiver; Spill Resistant2

Dimensions Out of package: Keyboard: 438.9 x 153 x 15.5 mm; Nano Dongle:
18.9 x 14.4 x 6.2 mm
Packed: 451 × 160 × 23 mm

Weight Out of Package: Keyboard: 0.7 kg; Nano Dongle: 0.0017 kg
Packed: 0.82 kg

Warranty Two-year limited warranty

Additional information P/N: H4J89AA #ABU; #ABD; #ABF; #ABZ; #ABE; #ABY; #ABN; #ABS;
#UUW; #UUZ; #AB9; #AB8; #AB7; #ABV; #AC0; #AKC; #AKB; #AKR;
#AKD; #ACB; #AKS; #AKE; #ABH; #ABX; #AKN; #AK9; #BED; #AKQ;
#ABT; #ARK; #A2M; #B1T; #AB6; #ACQ; #B15; #A2Q; #ABB; #B13;
#AC3
UPC/EAN code: ABU: 887111381408; ABD: 887111381415; ABF:
887111381422; ABZ: 88711138143 9; ABE: 887111381446;
ABY:887111381453; #ABN: 887111381460; ABS: 887111381477;
UUW: 887111381484; UUZ: 887111381491; AB9: 887111381507;
AB8: 887111381514; AB7: 887111381521; ABV: 887111381538;
AC0: 887111381545; AKC: 887111381552; AKB: 887111381569;
AKR: 887111381576; AKD: 887111381583; ACB: 887111381590;
AKS: 887111381606; AKE: 887111381613; ABH: 887111381620;
ABX: 887111381637; AKN: 887111381644; AK9: 887111381651;
BED: 887111381668; AKQ: 887111381675; ABT: 887111381682;
ARK: 887111381699; A2M: 887111381705; B1T: 887111381712;
AB6: 887111381729; ACQ: 887111381736; B15: 887111381743;
A2Q: 887111381750; ABB: 887111381767; B13: 887111381774;
AC3: 887111381781

Country of Origin China

What's in the box HPWireless Keyboard; USB Wireless Micro Receiver; 2 AAA Battery;
Documentation


